
Matt & Kyleen



Hello, and thank you for considering 
adoption! We’d like to introduce you 

to our big, loud, and hopefully growing 
family. 

Kyleen is a zookeeper, and Matt is an 
Army veteran working for Nike. Together 
we have three wonderful children and 
one good dog! 

We met in Hawaii in 2013 as a dolphin 
trainer and an Army officer. We fell in 
love after getting stuck in a rainstorm while 
driving in Matt’s jeep with no roof. We 
were completely soaked within seconds, 
and with nowhere to go, we just started 
laughing and embracing it. Laughter and 
love are the most important parts of our 
family.  

We live in the Pacific Northwest and love 
the outdoors. Whether it means a day trip 
to the beach, finding a hidden waterfall, 
or camping in the mountains, we want our 
children to experience all the adventures 
life offers. We love building unique family 
traditions that create a sense of belonging 
(birthday butter on your nose and creating 
fun family Christmas cards, to name a few! 

Married in Tennessee in 2014

Our Story
We fell in love after 
getting stuck in a 
rainstorm while 
driving in Matt’s 
jeep with no roof. 

We always knew we wanted 
a big family and that adoption 
would be part of our plan.  We 
adopted our son, Kamarii, from a 
foster home within our family and 
have a healthy, open relationship 
with his birth mother. We would 
love to have that relationship with 
you as well.  

We cannot imagine the weight 
of this decision and want you to 
know how grateful we are and 
how much we look forward to 
getting to know you. Military ball in Hawaii

One of our favorite traditions is a winter cabin stay over the holidays



Kyleen is a warm caregiver with an incredible amount of empathy and affection. She 
loves animals, children, nature, and just about anyone she meets. Kyleen can use her 

skills and determination to help out all around her. Every moment she’s with our children, 
she is planning little activities, reading books, going to parks, arranging play dates, and 
so on.  

Kyleen reads books about being a good parent and engages me in discussions on how 
we can be better parents every day. While I’m usually obsessing over details, Kyleen 
steadies the family by working on the things that matter and provides grounding for us all. 

Working, playing, engaging with the kids, and miscellaneous household tasks leave little 
free time. Still, she does love to go to the beach, only a few hours away, or go on a hike 
in the great woods surrounding the area when possible.  
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Kyleen

We met when Kyleen was a dolphin trainer in Hawaii

We love exploring all the beaches in the Pacific Northwest

Kyleen: Animals are my 
passion. Being a zookeeper 
is my dream job! Growing 
up, I always knew I wanted 
to work with animals. In 
Hawaii, I worked with 
dolphins (a wholphin!) and 
sea lions, mostly doing 
interactive experiences with 
guests. When we moved 
back to the mainland, the 
zoo nearby had an opening, 
and it was meant to be! 
Currently, I am working with 
sea otters, harbor seals, and 
polar bears (plus a tiger and 
a red panda!). Being able to 
care for these animals and 
help with public education 
and conservation efforts is 
amazing. I hope to pass 
along my love for animals to 
our children while instilling 
a drive to better the world 
around us. 



Matt is my best friend. I love how much he loves our family. He works hard on 
everything, always giving 110%, even when it is not something he wants to do. 

Matt has a desire to always be learning something. Whether it is a new language 
(currently learning Spanish), a new hobby (writing books, cooking, learning fishing 
because our son wanted to go fishing this summer), to small carpentry projects around 
the house. Matt’s sense of humor was one of the first things I fell in love with. He is always 
making jokes and trying to keep the energy light, willing to go above and beyond to get 
people to smile. Matt helps make any situation fun, and I want to always be with him.  M
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When it comes to being a dad, he 
is an excellent role model who holds 
boundaries but is also very playful and 
fun. He is passionate about teaching 
our kids new things and will go to extra 
lengths to help them learn. When our 
daughter wanted him to braid her hair, 
he started watching YouTube videos to 
learn how to do it the way she wanted. 
Matt is a great leader and role model 
for our family. He offers love and 
compassion but also is protective and 
will fight for justice. Matt has an innate 
drive to better the world and wants to 
make a difference, and he is showing 
that to our children and helping them 
understand what that means to do so. 

Matt

Swimming with the kids

Matt loves grilling in our backyard



Meet our kiddos, who can’t wait to make room for a new brother or sister! 

Our Children
Kamarii, age 6:  

Sweet and friendly, Kamarii is our most outgoing and social kid. He makes friends quickly 
in every class, camp, team, or playground he is on. He walks up confidently and says, 
‘Hi, my name is Kamarii; wanna play pirates?’ and inevitably, they always do. When not 
playing soccer or socializing, he has gravitated to Lego sets which he has an aptitude for 
and can create for hours. He loves his siblings and is always up for a game of chase!  

Makenna, age 4:  

Firm and decisive, she 
is the ringleader of the 
house. Even though she 
is the middle child, she is 
determined not to let that 
get in her way and can 
take charge of almost 
any situation. Makenna is 
fierce and independent. 
She is just too determined 
not to be just like the big 
kids.  She loves animals, 
just like her mama, and 
is counting the days until 
she meets her new baby 
sibling! 

Kian, age 2: 

Adventurous and 
fearless, he takes orders 
from no one (although 
his sister tries). When 
around big groups, Kian 
will often observe from 
the sidelines until he finds 
a place he wants to be, 
and then he will charge 
in head first. He is our 
sour patch kid—a big 
personality with a big 
heart. Kian loves cars/
trains/planes, and all 
things Spiderman. He 
loves to read and learn 
new things. 

Kamarii

Summer time snack

Makenna

Kian





We love where we call home! Recently, we moved to the beautiful Pacific Northwest. We 
were drawn here because of the incredible diversity of outdoor activities—whether driving 

a few hours to the coast for a cool breezy day on the beach or adventuring to find any one of 
hundreds of hikes nearby.  

Within an hour, we can be up on snowy Mt. Hood, and we can’t wait to take the kids skiing! We 
picked this home because of the top-rated school district and the friendly neighborhood. Quickly, 
we became friends with two neighboring families with children all the same ages as ours (all in the 
same schools and on the same soccer team!). On weekends we take turns going to each other’s 
houses to play in pools or bounce houses and spend time together. 

Our Home

Our local park hosts outdoor concerts in the summer that we can walk to. The neighborhood 
always goes over the top for holidays, including decorations, big community trick-or-treating, 
block parties, and BBQs. 

We were drawn to the beautiful Pacific Northwest 
because of the incredible diversity of outdoor activities.

We live on a cul-de-sac in a fantastic suburban neighborhood

We love baking all together

Matt with his Jeep Coffee on the back patio



Matt comes from a big family who all live in Tennessee. Our kids have already grown fond of 
their paternal grandparents, Susie and Baa. Susie raised four kids, including Matt, and worked 

as a special needs preschool teacher. Baa works in construction and likes to tell stories from when he 
flew fighter jets in the Air Force. Matt has three sisters, and the kids love their aunts, always excitedly 
anticipating when they will get to see their cousins again (ages 8-12). The family is known for hosting an 
annual eggroll party around Thanksgiving.  

Our Family

Kyleen’s mom, officially deemed ‘grandma,’ has a special place with the kids because of how much 
time she spends with them. During our cross-country move to Oregon, she traveled with us in the RV 
from Tennessee! Grandma Karen also moved to Oregon to be around the family full-time. Kyleen 
also has a younger brother, an older sister, and four nieces and nephews, ages 7-13, who are so 
much fun to play with! 

Grandma Karen

Susie and Baa in the Tennessee mountains in 2020

Matt’s family all together 2020



Traditions & Hobbies
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We love building unique family traditions that 
create a sense of belonging. 

Favorite Vacation Spot: 

Iceland

Hobby: 

Off-roading

Animal: 

My dog Meli, but then Kangaroos

Languages you speak: 

None well, but a little German 
and learning Spanish

Musical Instrument I Play: 

Guitar (long ago)

Musical Artist: 

Third Eye Blind

Snack: 

Jalapeno Cheetos

Ice Cream: 

Cookie Dough

Favorite Vacation Spot: 

Iceland

Hobby: 

Board games

Animal: 

Dolphin

Ice Cream: 

Chocolate peanut butter

A Perfect Day: 

Family beach day with ice cream!

Food: 

Sushi

Dessert: 

Homemade cinnamon rolls

We love to travel and want our family to see the world. Matt and Kyleen loved visiting Japan Kyleen and Matt beach day We love going for walks around the neighborhood

Flying in a glider in Hawaii We love zoo lights

We love Disney and can’t wait to 
take the kids to Disneyworld too



You’ve read a lot about us, 
and we really appreciate 

it. Really, so few people in life 
would take the time to get to 
know this much about us, let 
alone someone who hasn’t met 
us yet. We said it before, but 
we’ll repeat it; we can’t begin to 
understand how challenging this 
decision is for you.  

We are humbled that you would 
stick around this long to consider 
us a good home for your child 
and would happily maintain an 
open adoption with you if that’s 
what you prefer. We are a loud 
and rambunctious family, but 
so full of love and want to get 
all we can out of what life has 
to offer. We want to travel as 
a family and experience new 
people and cultures. We value 
the importance of understanding 
where you come from and 
learning what is out there. We 
are an open book; feel free to 
reach out and ask us anything! 

Thanks, 

Matt and Kyleen 

Thank You! We are a loud and rambunctious 
family, but so full of love and 
want to get all we can out of 
what life has to offer.


